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One of the aspects that Bond fans will no doubt appreciate is the inclusion of some classic Bond moments from the previous games, such as shooting the Jaws of Koba and Le Chiffre in the identical manner, as well as taking out an Akan in a way similar to Goldfinger. The game has a reasonable amount of shooting too, though the novelty of controlling someone with such a perfect edge has worn off. There is a large array of firearms at your disposal, such as the heavy machine gun, sniper rifle, sub-machine gun and the walking stick. As Bond is a stealth master, you also have the choice of using these effectively or just blazing away with your favourite gun. I was disappointed that there was none of the exotic locales and interesting locations that I saw being planned when I spoke
with Gearbox at E3 last year. I was really looking forward to seeing the game but was let down by the fact that no vast plot-driven 3D environments are in place. Instead, you'll take Bond on your first mission to blow up a dam. And if that's not enough, the final game will be followed by a'sort-of' sequel to Half-Life, featuring the huge outdoor setting of Black Mesa, where the scientists of Valve are held prisoner. I understand why Gearbox are doing this but I think it's a mistake. I have always understood the need for focus and a defined story arc in a game. I hate the idea of the developers branching out too much and having nothing to do with the story in the main game. With any other game this would be fine (remember L4D?) but when you're dealing with James Bond it makes a

huge difference. I feel that if they had taken their time and produced a proper Bond game then they could have evolved the Half-Life engine to do some cool new stuff.
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Anyway, let me at least try to take advantage of this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity and tell you how cool this game is. Ive got a few examples of where its done really well, but there are also some glaring failings. You see, Ive played hundreds of hours of countless James Bond games over the years. Ive watched
the movies over and over again. Ive seen the games through to the end. And I still cant see what makes this game so great. Is it the Overkill mode? Is it the graphics? Is it the story? Is it the licensed music? Is it the photorealistic gunplay? Is it the cinematics? Is it the missions? Is it the story missions? Is it the

vehicle missions? The action missions? The stealth missions? The gun missions? Is it the permanent parachute? Or is it all of these things? So, for the next few weeks, you, the wisecracking world, will have to put up with one of the tastiest, most brain-twisting debacles ever to hit a PC CD-ROM, as I dive headfirst
into James Bond 007 Nightfire. What happens next will be a testament to the boundless ingenuity of this wonderful game and, hopefully, the delirious bestiality that will ensue. Initially, youre given a couple of missions to survive and take out the villain. If you fail either mission, you loose. But you can save and

continue the mission by finding, and using, an in-game password. If you want to know, the password for this game is death. The only disadvantage to this is that I find the password system a bit artificial. I like the idea that you have to keep saving. The problem you can have with any video game based on a
popular film franchise is that not many people have seen the film so they have to rely on people playing the game to fill in the blanks. In Nightfire they have stolen a page from big brother by assembling an ensemble of Bond talent, which should please fans of any Bond movie since the game features some of the

most memorable villains and locations from the Bond movies. The fact that the game is top down and doesn't have a health bar makes it feel a bit like a forgotten GoldenEye title, which could potentially be a compliment. 5ec8ef588b
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